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Abstract 

The number of vehicle crashes started to re-increase in proportion to the use of smart phones.  It is 
imperative that the vehicles are protected from collision in both passive and active ways.  This talk will 
present technologies that the speaker developed for passive and vehicle safety.  In the passive safety, the 
ability of vehicles to measure in-crash deformation is developed.  Particular developments include the 
deformation measurement of the toeboard and main frame.  The toeboard measurement is achieved by 
implementing a stereo camera and an inertial sensor unit.  A camera facing downward is additionally 
installed for global localization.  The mainframe measurement is performed by multiple high-speed cameras 
in the underground pit.  The incorporation of sensor fusion and recursive Bayesian estimation allows the 
measurement of partially unobservable structures.  Technologies covered on active safety include the 
computer-vision based three-dimensional road measurement capability.  The technique allows accurate 
three-dimensional measurement though the problem is highly ill-posed by the lack of depth information.   

The talk will also cover other robotics related researches the speaker is conducting, including work on 
Mohamed Bin Zayed International Robotics Challenge.   
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